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Abstract 

The manufacturing industry is currently being digitalized to make production more efficient. One of 

the tools that are being implemented in such industries is Virtual Commissioning (VC). In this context, 

Jernbro Industries wants to keep up with this trend; they wish to know how feasible it is to perform 

Virtual Commissioning of their Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV). That said, the project aims to 

investigate and evaluate the feasibility of building and using a virtual model of an AGV for future 

Virtual Commissioning. A 3-phase process (characterization, creation and emulation) is used following 

a design and creation methodology. After studying the frame of reference and literature review of this 

project, the development takes place. This development, which has been done with the Simumatik 

Open Emulation Platform, consists of examining each AGV’s component, thinking how its operation 

can be reproduced, building it, integrating it into the same system. Finally, it will be emulated, using 

the control program that has been written. Some of the conclusions that have been drawn are that 

the complexity of this kind of system resides in the physics of the device and the level of detail that 

wants to be achieved. However, creating the functional and visual part of the components is an 

achievable task besides it is time-consuming.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter aims to show the reader how this project relates to the field of industrial engineering. It 

also provides an overview of the thesis by studying its background, problem description, objectives, 

delimitations, and the companies that make it possible: Jernbro Industrial Services and Simumatik AB. 

1.1. Companies involved 

1.1.1. Simumatik AB 

Simumatik is one of the companies participating in this project. The Simumatik’s team develops a 

flexible and scalable open emulation platform tool for Virtual Commissioning created to support 

automated solutions (Simumatik, 2020).  

Simumatik offers features like the capability of creating virtual environments either importing existing 

libraries or creating your own components; it supports many different brands of programmable logic 

controllers (PLC) as well as virtual PLCs; it offers the possibility of importing ABB robots from 

RobotStudio; it connects to different programming software such as TIA Portal or Codesys; it is cloud-

based so users can connect and interact with their model in real-time and it is easy to use, no expert 

knowledge is required. 

Nowadays, Simumatik’s platform is not only used at the University of Skövde as an educational tool 

for automation courses and research projects, but also it is used in other institutions around the world 

as well as in several companies so, it is being constantly improved. During this project, all the 

possibilities of Simumatik within the industry will be explored, most specifically the Jernbro industry. 

1.1.2. Jernbro Industrial Services AB 

Jernbro is one of Sweden’s leading players in industrial services with ~950 employees and a turnover 

~1400Msek. Their mission is to create safer, more efficient, and more accessible production facilities 

by improving automation and maintenance to achieve it. The final goal is to improve productivity and 

at the same time reduce the total cost. 

In Skövde, one of Jernbro’s focus areas is Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) for industrial use. AGVs 

are complex systems that autonomously transport goods inside factories or logistic centres. Jernbro 

has delivered around 1000 AGVs over the world, most of them are designed for complex mounting 

applications (Jernbro, 2020). 

1.2. Background 

Digital transformation is bringing new technological opportunities to the manufacturing industry. The 

digitalization of production has opened new ways to organise production itself, logistics, and delivery 

(EIT Digital IVZW, 2020). Even though transforming manufacturing with advanced digital tools is 

underway, it is recommendable that manufacturers start adopting Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) 

and Industry 4.0 strategies looking forward to the future. Some of these strategies are factory 

automation, cloud-based systems, prognostics and condition-based monitoring, or Virtual 

Commissioning (Waurzyniak, 2016). 
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In this context, Jernbro wants to keep up with the new technologies that constantly arise to be safer, 

more efficient, and more accessible. Right now, they are concerned about the last one of the 

mentioned strategies, Virtual Commissioning (VC).  

Virtual Commissioning consists of creating a simulation model of a manufacturing system (an AGV in 

this case) and connecting it to a real plant controller (Rouse, 2018). Its purpose is that the system’s 

programmers can test their programs in the simulation as they program it, avoiding the necessity of 

waiting to build a physical prototype, which will generate more benefits by reducing the lead time 

(Reinhart & Wünsch, 2007). 

During the development of this project, the possibilities of creating a virtual model of an AGV and 

using it for Virtual Commissioning in the future are studied. 

1.3. Problem description 

In the last decade, carrying out Virtual Commissioning of automated systems has become a trend 

(Wenzel & Robertson, 2019). It has shown to be economically beneficial and it has helped to ensure 

the quality of the delivered equipment (Lindholm, 2020).  

Currently, every PLC code for the AGVs that Jernbro produces is tested in real AGVs. PLC programmers 

must wait for commissioning until the AGV is fully built up in the workshop. So, to keep up with the 

Virtual Commissioning trend, during this bachelor thesis, the Simumatik’s emulation platform is used 

to build a virtual model of Jernbro’s AGV TC70 and study the possibilities of using virtual models of 

their AGVs to perform VC in the future. Also, the real code from the AGV TC70 has been provided by 

Jernbro in order to make easier to understand the real operation of the AGV. 

Furthermore, Virtual Commissioning may lead to many savings in time and cost for Jernbro since the 

programmers can start to work earlier and no physical prototypes are needed.  

1.4. Aim and objectives 

The project aims to investigate and evaluate the feasibility of building and using a virtual model of an 

AGV for future Virtual Commissioning. 

The development of this work will be divided into three different phases. In the first phase, the system 

will be characterized so the operation of each separated component can be understood in depth. In 

the second phase, the Simumatik app will be used. The AGV will be created by modelling each one of 

its components from scratch, trying to make the gap between the real and the virtual component as 

small as possible. Finally, in the third phase, all of these components will be integrated into a system. 

Once the system is created, the objective is to emulate it and to draw conclusions.  

 

This 3-phase process will be divided into different tasks: 

 Study previous related work regarding VC for AGV. 

 Analyse the equipment integrated into a specific AGV model and its periphery. More 

specifically in TC70 AGV with fixture tower, the model that Volvo uses to transport its motors 

using the Simumatik Open Emulation Platform. 
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 Specify the modelling requirements for the equipment and prioritize it by relevance for VC. 

 Building a virtual model of the TC70 AGV using the Simumatik Open Emulation Platform.  

 Understanding part of the code in order to gain a deeper knowledge of the AGV operation.  

 Study the new possibilities that Jernbro will obtain by creating virtual models of their AGVs 

based on the results that were obtained beforehand. 

Something remarkable is that during the development of these objectives, sustainability and ethics 

aspects will be considered. This will be further discussed in chapter 5. 

1.5. Delimitations 

When thinking of the possibilities of this project, some delimitations will restrain the development of 

the research. These delimitations are the following: 

 The Simumatik platform is underdevelopment. It has some problems that will need to be fixed 

while developing the thesis. 

 The existing control code is too complicated since it contains many blocks that are not 

necessary to emulate the system, so running the whole code will not be possible. Instead, a 

simpler code will be created to emulate the system. 

 Even though building a virtual AGV has lots of possibilities by implementing innovative sensors 

or mechanisms, the focus of the present thesis is building the most accurate model of the 

TC70 AGV. The delimitation here is that the components that will be added to the system 

(sensor and actuators) are restricted, which means that any kind of innovative design should 

be avoided.  
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2. FRAME OF REFERENCE 
The purpose of this section is to present a theoretical background about the devices and engineering 

tools involved in this thesis. The main fields are described to ensure that the key concepts are properly 

understood. The mentioned topics are programmable logic controller (PLC), sensors and actuators, 

industrial automated systems, material handling systems, simulation, emulation, and virtual 

commissioning. 

2.1. Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 

The Programmable Logic Controller is an industrial computer control system with the capability to 

manage the inputs (sensors) and outputs (actuators) of the system and to make decisions based upon 

a custom program (AMCI, 2020). 

The first PLC was designed by Modicon in 1969 as a replacement for panels of relays, devices that turn 

on and off. Using relays as logic is challenging, time-consuming, and making adjustments in the logic 

or the operation of the machine is almost as complicated as starting over. Relays have several 

disadvantages compared with PLCs such as they fail more frequently, use a lot of electricity, generate 

lots of heat and take up lots of space. 

As it is shown in Figure 1, the PLC is composed of the power supply, the Central Processing Unit (CPU 

module that contains an internal program that tells the PLC how to perform functions), and 

input/output devices. The inputs/outputs (I/O) module can be either a part of the CPU or can be miles 

away from it, which means that the PLC is not limited to a single cabinet or even the same building. 

Since the PLC is a computer, there is no need to limit to only digital inputs and outputs (Richardson, 

2018). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In recent years, manufacturers have settled on Ethernet and/or USB as the better way to communicate 

with the PLC. 

Figure 1. Simatic S7-1500 (Wikimedia commons, 2013). 
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The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) 61131 is a standard from the American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) that defines five programming languages with different strengths and 

weaknesses: Ladder Logic (LL), Function Block Diagram (FBD), Structured Text (ST), Instruction List (IL) 

and Sequential Function Chart (SFC) (Rouse, 2016). 

Unfortunately, due to the PLC manufacturers have not been able to agree on what is the most suitable 

language, local programming standards (customer) will usually specify what language to use. 

2.2. Sensor and actuators 

A sensor is a device that responds to a physical stimulus (the quantity that is sensed) and transmits a 

resulting impulse (as for measurement or operating a control) (Ravi, 2017). In other words, a sensor is 

a device whose main function is to detect events or changes in a physical or virtual environment and 

send the information to a computer processor (Rouse, 2012). 

Nowadays, the most commonly used sensors are temperature sensor, proximity sensor, 

accelerometer, IR sensor (infrared sensor), pressure sensor, light sensor, ultrasonic sensor, touch 

sensor, colour sensor, humidity sensor, tilt sensor, level sensor, smoke, gas, and alcohol sensor. 

Actuators are devices that convert energy (compressed air, electrical potential or liquid pressure) into 

motion (Creative Mechanisms, 2016). More simply, an actuator is a device that makes something 

move or operate when it receives a source of energy (Real Pars, 2020). 

There are 3 types of actuators: pneumatic, electric and hydraulic. 

To understand the relation between sensors and actuators, an example is taken into consideration in 

Figure 2. The button is a sensor (input), whereas the light is an actuator (output). When a button is 

pressed, the PLC detects that the signal input of the button is changing from 0 to 1, due to the code 

programmed beforehand, the green light will switch on when this input goes to 1. 

 

 

2.3. Industrial automated systems 

Automation is the use of largely automatic equipment in a system of manufacturing or another 

production process (Real Pars, 2020). Thus, there are several equipment involving industrial 

automated systems such as sensors, actuators and PLC. 

Figure 2. How a PLC works based on PLC Based Automation (Kumar, et al., 2010). 
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Industrial automated systems and their relationship with industrial devices can be understood in 

Figure 3. An industrial process or system contains sensors and actuators, where sensors send the 

information received by the system to the PLC. Once the PLC reads the signal from the sensors, a signal 

is sent to the actuators in order to operate so the system moves and consequently changes. Thus, the 

information that sensors are reading is constantly changing, going through this cycle repeatedly so the 

system runs automatically. 

 

2.4. Material handling systems 

A material handling system is a mechanical device used for the movement, storage, control and 

protection of materials, goods, and products through the process of manufacturing, distribution, 

consumption and disposal (MHI, 2020). 

Material movement is necessary; however, it doesn’t add value to the final product. For this reason, 

material handling should be kept at minimum to reduce costs but still be robust and effective (Anil 

Kumar & Suresh, 2006). 

2.4.1. Manual material handling systems 

Manual material handling (MMH) means moving goods by lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying 

or restraining (CCOHS, 2020). The devices used for this purpose are driven by workers. Some examples 

of these systems are pallet trucks, trolleys, sack trucks and forklifts. 

The problem with these systems is that they expose workers to risk factors. For instance, in the US 

forklifts are responsible for 1 out of 6 deaths in the workplace and they account for around 85 deaths 

and 34900 serious injuries every year (Creative Safety Supply, 2020). It is necessary to take proactive 

measures to reduce injury risk in the workplace. At this point, automating these systems may look like 

a good safety measure. 

2.4.2. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) 

An automated guided vehicle is a battery-powered driver-less vehicle with any kind of programming 

capability for destination, path selection and positioning (National Chung-Hsing University, n.d.). They 

are flexible, intelligent, and versatile material handling systems. Nowadays, AGVs are used at 

warehouses, distributions centres, container terminals and other procedures where repetitive 

transportation tasks are involved (Taglic, 2020). 

The initial cost of this equipment is higher than manual equipment. However, implementing AGVs in 

our manufacturing system provides the process with several advantages: they reduce labour costs, 

eliminate damage to structures and products, increase workplace safety, increase inventory efficiency 

Figure 3. Industrial automated systems 
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and accuracy, they are less expensive than fixed automation systems and they provide flexibility and 

adaptability to new assembly lines (Benevides, 2016). 

To get a better understanding of what an AGV is, it is useful to go through the most common 

navigation systems that they use: 

Laser navigation (LGV): a rotating laser beam detects the reflectors that are placed in the room and 

based on these locations, the route is calculated in real-time. This kind of navigation offers a lot of 

freedom since it doesn’t need any track or rail, the route is changed with the software. This navigation 

is suitable for indoor and outdoor use (AB Solving Oy, 2020). 

Magnetic tape navigation: unlike laser navigation, magnetic tape navigation does need a route. The 

movement and location of the vehicle are known since the AGV will follow a magnetic tape on the 

floor. For this reason, this kind of navigation is only suitable for indoor use (AB Solving Oy, 2020). 

Natural navigation: also known as contour navigation. This navigation is complex and expensive, but 

at the same time, it is very flexible and accurate. Since this kind of system utilizes objects in the existing 

environment to navigate, it does not have any boundaries, all the paths are removed. Some great 

advantages of this technology are that the installation time is minimal and that the system is easy to 

expand (AB Solving Oy, 2020). 

Magnetic spot navigation: the AGV is equipped with sensors that will detect the magnetic spots 

embedded in the floor (AB Solving Oy, 2020). 

TC70 navigation: the AGV studied in this project uses wire navigation. As explained by Jernbro, the 

process works by making a slot in the floor and locating a wire inside it, below the surface. The wire is 

used to transmit a radio signal. The TC70 has an antenna installed on the bottom of it that detects the 

frequency emitted by the wire and follows it. This way, the different paths that the AGV follows are 

created by placing different kinds of wires in these slots.  

Choosing one type of navigation or another depends on the customer specifications: frequency of 

transportation, cost of installation, future expansion, or existing facilities. 

2.5. Simulation vs Emulation 

As mentioned, this project includes the virtual model of an AGV. Consequently, it is necessary to clarify 

the concepts of emulation and simulation to get a deeper understanding of our project. 

A simulation tool provides an environment designed to approximate the real world to extract key 

metrics and testing strategies or algorithms (Xcelgo, 2020). On the other hand, an emulation tool 

replicates existing logic without the need for real equipment. Its purpose is testing the facility being 

built and thereby easing the Virtual Commissioning testing of the software, saving time and money 

(Brooks, et al., 2014). In an emulation, the test equipment cannot distinguish the emulation tool from 

the real world (Brooks, et al., 2014). 

After going through these definitions, some differences between both concepts can be identified 

regarding our research: a simulator runs code very fast but they are not as accurate as an emulator 

(Royal-Gordon, 2014); additionally, when emulating, the communication speed between the 
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emulation and the PLC is a defining limit (Brooks, et al., 2014); and attempting to run the model and 

PLC faster than real-time would increase the likelihood of exceeding that limit.  

Therefore, after going through both concepts, this project will implement emulation. 

2.6. Virtual Commissioning 

Virtual Commissioning is the act of creating a simulation model of a manufacturing plant using 3D 

technology and connecting it to a real plant controller (Rouse, 2018). Using this tool, the user can test, 

debug and validate the software before connecting it to the real system, getting benefits such as 

reducing the project lead time and costs, improving software quality, productivity, and working 

conditions. VC can improve the control software quality by more than 100% and reduce the 

commissioning time by 75% (Reinhart & Wünsch, 2007). 

Major time and cost savings can be achieved by making an adjustment in the virtual model before the 

real plant is built. Virtual Commissioning means that the company and the customer can test and 

simulate the system at an earlier stage than he would otherwise be able to do (Lindholm, 2020). The 

simulation may be at any level of detail demanded by the customer, leaving a wide range of possible 

simulations models to use during VC (Puntel-Schmidt & Fay, 2015). 

The process to obtain Virtual Commissioning and its development are summarized in Figure 4. The 

first step is to ensure that all the components needed are either designed or obtained from the 

customer. Then, all combinations of assemblies and smart devices need to be created and the 

behaviour of the system validated. Once the logic for the virtual environment is developed and the 

geometry of all devices is validated, the virtual environment is completed. 

 

 

Figure 4. Virtual Commissioning Methodology (Vermaak & Niemann, 2017). 
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In this stage, several tests must be validated to verify the behaviour of the entire system (including 

both the virtual and the real system). The first test is to simulate the actual behaviour of the virtual 

system with the virtual controller, using the current code to verify the system behaviour virtually. The 

next test will verify the correct connection between the real (physical) controller and the virtual 

system through the server OPC-UA. The final test is now to connect the real system with the real 

controller and test all operations and the functionality of the entire system.  In this final step, the 

validation of the Virtual Commissioning is done. A summary of all the tests and connections conducted 

in Virtual Commissioning is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Virtual Commissioning software should offer high-quality graphics, real life signal-based 

simulation, reliable collision detection, and strong discrete even simulation capabilities. Another 

important feature is to support a wide variety of PLC and Human Machine Interface (HMI) brands and 

provide for a smooth transition between virtual and physical environments. 

2.7.  Multibody System 

Nowadays, the term multibody system (MBS) relates to many engineering fields, especially robotics 

and vehicle dynamics (Kuang-Hua, 2015). The AGV system that will be developed during this thesis is 

an MBS which combine both robotics and vehicle dynamics. 

A multibody system consists of interconnected rigid or flexible bodies used to model the dynamic 

behaviour of a system (DE, 2020). The different bodies are called links, which are connected through 

joints. What an MBS software does is analysing the interaction between these bodies by solving 

independent linear systems working on sparse matrices to simulate their movement and force 

dynamic (Cano, et al., 2019). The dynamic behaviour results from the equilibrium of applied forces, 

the rate of change in momentum and the mass, inertia, bounciness, friction... of the system. 

In the three-dimensional space, a free rigid body can be described by using six coordinates associated 

with the six degrees of freedom.  

Figure 5. Commissioning configurations of a manufacturing system (Chi & Sang, 2014). 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, conference papers, reports and theses have been studied to gain knowledge about 

Virtual Commissioning applied to automated guided vehicles. That said, there are just a few 

publications that relate directly to this issue.  

Most of the papers found under AGV simulation refer to discrete event simulation or flow simulation, 

where the goal is to optimize the number of AGVs and buffers to implement in a production line as 

well as finding the most optimal tour and layout to maximize throughput and prevent any loads from 

waiting too long. 

Because of this fact, this chapter intends to reflect the current situation of Virtual Commissioning 

within the industry and the most recent research in the field of AGVs. The only article that has been 

found according to Virtual Commissioning of AGVs is mentioned in chapter 3.3. 

3.1. Virtual Commissioning 

3.1.1. Virtual Commissioning and Virtual Reality 

While the usage of Virtual Commissioning is currently increasing, another field that is also rapidly 

growing is virtual reality (Choi, et al., 2015). Choi suggests that industries investing in VR will gain in 

cost competitiveness. Some industries have already implemented VR in their day-to-day. For instance, 

there are a few automotive manufactures that frequently use VR to evaluate the driver visibility of 

their vehicles. 

Dahl et al. (2018) have recently carried out a study that links both concepts, VC and VR. Their work 

describes a methodology to add VR to an existing VC technology to interact with the virtual model. It 

is shown that it is perfectly possible to use VR to interact with a running simulation. Furthermore, it 

opens up possibilities for engineers, workers, and designers to validate the program. It also permits to 

train workers at another level. 

Similar work has been done before regarding VC and VR (Doil, et al., 2003); however, the environment 

in these was static, no interaction was possible with the running simulation. 

3.1.2. Virtual Commissioning for validation 

As it has been mentioned during the introduction, one of the most common uses of Virtual 

Commissioning relates to testing faults in the system before building the physical one. Several 

researchers have worked in this area before.  

In a study by Orive (2019), this issue is presented. This paper aims to present a methodology to design 

and implement a way to test process faults in a control system by using Virtual Commissioning. The 

steps explained on this conference paper consist on firstly, creating a 3D model of the system by using 

NX-MCD tool; secondly, placing in the model the sensors and actuators that exist in the real system in 

order to simulate the behavioural model; thirdly, injecting the faults into the model and finally, 

performing the Virtual Commissioning using a virtual or a real PLC. As in our case, the control system 

is simulated with PLCSim Advanced from Siemens with STEP 7 TIA Portal. 
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Similar to the previous study, Vermaak, and Niemann (2017) launch a research to show how it is 

possible to predict the functionality of a system in an early stage. The method that the authors use to 

achieve their goal is, of course, Virtual Commissioning; furthermore, the steps that they came up with 

are the ones that will be used for VC in this project (Figure 4).  

Both studies confirm that there are multiple advantages when using VC to validate a control system. 

While Orive analyses this subject from an educational perspective, Vermaak and Niemann do it from 

an industry perspective. They conclude that VC gives the companies a competitive advantage due to 

complete system verification and validation before any mayor capital layout. Also, even though the 

optimization of a system cycle times was not their aim of study, it was realized that the operation of 

the physical system could be optimised by optimising the tasks of the virtual model. Last but not least, 

having a virtual model allows the client to propose changes if the functionality of the system is not the 

expected, which is a significant advantage. 

3.2. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) 

AGVs have been in continuous growth over the years. The report “Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) 

Software Market” (Technavio, 2019) offers an analysis where they affirm that this market will grow by 

USD 385.04 million during 2019-2023. AGVs are now spread across regions such as Asia-Pacific (APAC), 

Europe, Middle East (MEA), North America and South America. 

The use of automated material handling equipment within industries is expected to increase during 

the forecast period, which will increase the demand for AGV software. Industrial automation control 

systems contribute to optimize their business operations and to achieve operational efficiency at low 

costs. Due to the need to deliver products quickly and with high accuracy, manufacturers are investing 

heavily in the automation of processes (Technavio, 2019). 

Thanks to the emergence of the Industry 4.0 with IoT, this report affirms that AGVs will register a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of over 11% by 2023 and the highest CAGR during the forecast 

period 2019-2024 (Technavio, 2019). 

3.2.1. AGVs technology 

A recent case of study is performed by Pian et al. (2019), who study the lithium batteries and their 

health management for automated guided vehicle power supply system. Due to the advantages of the 

lithium-ion batteries, the traditional inefficient lead-acid and nickel-chromium batteries are being 

replaced. They constructed a reliable thermal model by analysing the thermal behaviour of lithium 

batteries at the period of discharge to provide a theoretical basis for designing a lithium battery health 

management system for the AGVs. 

Considering the previous case about the batteries of the AGVs, Shaheen and Suzuki (2018) made a 

comparative analysis of how different routing techniques for the battery management of AGVs can 

affect the productivity of a system. Though Ebben (2001) mentioned four routing heuristics but only 

one was implemented and discussed. Shaheen and Suzuki implemented all the four routing heuristics 

and analysed the behaviour of the system regarding productivity. It was found that the more a system 

allows its AGVs to make decisions about battery swapping, the higher the level of productivity 

achieved. 
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Weng and Su (2019) applied the Graph-based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) method 

to construct an autonomous patrol and docking for self-recharging. The navigation system can be 

divided into self-location, path planning and obstacle avoidance. For this project, they used a 4WD 

mecanum wheel platform and a combination of a SICK laser range finder with a Kinect RGB-D camera 

to locate the docking station for self-docking control. The laser can detect the obstacle and the camera 

can recognize the pattern of the target. The radio communication is done with the Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE) protocol. 

3.2.2. AGVs control system 

In another case of study about AGVs, Emmanuel, Mbaocha and Olubiwe (2019) realized that AGVs 

exhibit serious instability in its steering mechanism and it needs to be able to address the set-point 

tracking and the load disturbance rejection. To solve this, they used a two degree of freedom (2DOF) 

PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller which has two separate controller units for set-point 

tracking and disturbance rejection. The use of the 2DOF PID controller for the AGV steering control is 

properly motivated due to advantages such as the elimination of an abrupt change in the control force 

and the steady-state response owing to the input slope and acceleration. 

The software used in this project is MATLAB R2009a with Windows 7 platform while the control 

strategies were developed and simulated with SIMULINK. The results showed an improvement in the 

rise time, settling time and the overshoot  

Similar to the previous case, Zhang and Wang (2019) made a research about the improvements of DC 

motor control for AGVs. Once that the model identification of direct current motor is done, the two 

control strategies (parallel PID and coupling PID) are studied for the DC motor control system in 

transferring the products from one location to another with greater easiness. Finally, Zhang and Wang 

obtained that the motion trajectory algorithm of AGVs under both control strategies can achieve 

different effects in different control cases. 

3.3. AGV & Virtual Commissioning 

As noticed, even though all the articles described in this paper are very recent, none of them describes 

the implementation of VC for AGVs, which would consist on the validation of the vehicle’s functionality 

using an emulation of the AGV.  

Only one conference paper regarding this issue was found. In the indicated paper, Allmacher, Dudczig 

and Knopp (2019) aim to do the VC of an AGV. Since the AGV in their study is a collaborative one, they 

carry out VR to integrate a human in the simulation by using a smartwatch as an interaction device. 

The main functionality that they test is the follow-mode, a mode where the AGV can track and follow 

the worker. 

The fact that this is the only paper that has been found regarding VC of AGVs demonstrates that this 

is a field that is still under development. Having said that, it is well-motivated that researching in this 

field is a trend. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

VC research field is relatively recent (early 2000s) and although there is a lot of research, all the 

possibilities it could offer have not yet been explored. One of the reasons may be the unknowing of 

new technological strategies that veteran companies may have towards this issue. 

However, the field of AGVs is constantly expanding, incorporating new technologies and 

functionalities to these systems; moreover, companies keep investing in AGVs due to the rise in 

productivity and efficiency they offer to the production. 

For this reason, carrying out a degree thesis regarding the relationship between these two subjects 

seems coherent since all the possibilities of VC in a company can be studied based on a system that is 

very stable and innovative at the same time. As a summary, all the papers studied in this section are 

collected in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Recompilation of literature review. 

Author(s) Title of the Research Field of Study Software Purpose of VC 

(Orive, et al., 

2019) 

Fault injection in Digital 

Twin as a means to test the 

response to process faults 

at Virtual Commissioning. 

VC for validation NX-MCD Testing process 

faults 

(Vermaak & 

Niemann, 

2017) 

Virtual Commissioning: A 

Tool to Ensure Effective 

System Integration. 

VC for validation DELMIA Predicting 

system’s 

functionality 

(Allmacher, et 

al., 2019) 

Virtual Reality for Virtual 

Commissioning of 

Automated Guided 

Vehicles. 

AGV and VC Unity3D Testing follow-

mode of the AGV 

using VR 

(Dahl, et al., 

2018) 

Virtual Reality 

Commissioning in 

Production Systems 

Preparation. 

VC and VR Process 

Simulate 

(Siemens) 

Interact with the 

running 

simulation 

(Pian, et al., 

2019) 

Transient thermal 

characteristic analysis and 

charging state estimation 

of lithium batteries for 

automated guided vehicle 

during discharge 

AGVs 

Technologies 

DST Software Designing a 

lithium battery 

health 

management 

system for the 

AGVs. 
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(Shaheen & 

Suzuki, 2018) 

Comparative analysis of 

different routing heuristics 

for the battery 

management of 

automated guided vehicles 

AGVs 

Technologies 

Arena (14.7 

version) 

Testing how 

different routing 

techniques can 

affect the 

productivity of a 

system 

(Weng & Su, 

2019) 

Development of a SLAM 

based automated guided 

vehicle 

AGVs 

Technologies 

SIFT Programming 

navigation system 

for self-

recharging AGVs 

(Emmanuel, 

et al., 2019) 

Design of Two-Degree-Of-

Freedom (2DOF) Steering 

Control for Automated 

Guided Vehicle 

AGVs Control 

System 

MATLAB & 

SIMULINK 

Fixing instability 

in AGV’s steering 

mechanism 

(Zhang & 

Wang, 2019) 

Improvements of direct 

current motor control and 

motion trajectory 

algorithm development for 

automated guided vehicle 

AGVs Control 

System 

MATLAB Testing two 

control strategies 

(parallel PID and 

coupling PID) in a 

DC motor 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
In order to begin our research, it is necessary to plan the sequence of activities that will be performed 

and that will lead us from the initial research question to a set of answers or conclusions. Since this 

project is meant to be an academic research, putting the findings and the followed methods to the 

scrutiny of other academics and demonstrating academic qualities such as argument, justification and 

critical evaluation is something essential (Oates, 2006). 

Besides working in an industrial environment, it is important to understand that an industry-based 

methodology where the priority is using existing knowledge and avoiding backtracking and changes, 

will not be used (Oates, 2006). Instead, a design and creation research will be implemented. In this 

kind of methodology, the goal is to acquire a higher level of knowledge by carrying out an iterative 

flow that will permit us to grow professionally and personally. 

Therefore, the selected methodology is a design and creation one with a prototyping approach. When 

using this kind of approach, a first version or prototype system is analysed, designed and 

implemented. Once these stages are completed, the acquired understanding and testing will be used 

to create a new and improved prototype. A constant need for backtracking and revising ideas will exist 

(Oates, 2006). 

Figure 6 explains in detail the five different stages of the selected methodology: 

 

Figure 6. Design and creation methodology (Oates, 2006). 
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Awareness: in this stage, the problem is identified and further research is done. This is the moment 

where the frame of reference and the literature review will be done in order to gain a better 

comprehension not just of our problem but regarding all the fields implicated in the research. 

Suggestion: once the problem is defined and the different components, datasheets and programming 

languages have been studied, the suggestion stage will offer a tentative idea of how the problem 

should be addressed to plan a first approach to the problem (Oates, 2006). 

Development: it consists of converting our tentative idea into a prototype. It is very important to 

document all the steps followed in this stage. These steps are: creating components, geometries and 

assembling them, creating new systems, writing PLC code, and fixing issues as they come. 

Evaluation: after a possible solution is developed, it’s time to evaluate it. It is very important to define 

how the solution is going to be validated and what parameters will determine how good it is in order 

to identify possible improvements.  

Conclusion: finally, a recompilation of the obtained knowledge should be written up and the future 

work for further investigations should be identified.  

As said before, after dropping our first conclusion it will be easier to develop a new tentative idea or 

prototype that fulfills more objectives in our evaluation chart. Therefore, an iterative model will be 

performed. 
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5. SUSTAINABLE AND ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT 
As the industry keeps evolving, an important aspect to consider is that society should concurrently 

evolve within the industry. Researchers and practitioners should be concerned about the effect of this 

evolution on sustainability (Paniccia & Baiocco, 2018).  

This chapter contributes to the further understanding of the impact that our project will have 

regarding sustainability. With this in mind, the response to environmental quality, economic 

prosperity and social justice challenges will be developed. As shown in the Venn’s diagram in Figure 7, 

sustainable development is reached when these three terms converge. 

 

Figure 7. Venn's diagram (Anon., 2013). 

5.1. Environmental Sustainability 

Regarding environmental sustainability, Virtual Commissioning has many positive effects. As explained 

before, what VC does is building a virtual model of anything that wants to be simulated so the control 

programs can be tested without necessarily having access to a real model. 

The environmental advantage of Virtual Commissioning is immediate: avoiding building physical 

prototypes. From our context, not building prototypes means that Jernbro just needs to build a unique 

AGV. This translates to not wasting so much energy to test the prototypes, no maintenance for those 

prototypes and last but not least, not building prototypes will reduce the number of resources that 

Jernbro will have to buy or produce. By resources, it means the number of sensors, bodywork, wheels 

and other components in the AGV. 

All things considered; it seems reasonable to assume that Virtual Commissioning leads to the greening 

of industry since it consists of not building physical prototypes, which translates to saving energy, 

maintenance and resources. 
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5.2. Economic Sustainability 

There are multiple pros and cons with Virtual Commissioning considering the economical perspective. 

One of the improvements achieved is faster ramp-up times of production cells, which reduces the 

struggle on workers and increases profits for the company. Thanks to this profit generated, the 

company can explore more sustainable solutions and expand the production, which means an 

increment in employment opportunities. 

Virtual Commissioning requires an initial investment which smaller companies or start-ups may not 

be able to afford. This means that an edge is created for well-established companies to further out-

compete and dominate the market. 

Several sustainability properties are found within VC as it avoids the building of the real system before 

all the programming test and functionalities of the system are validated. With this purpose, a 

prototype can be built in an earlier stage where the programmer can achieve the intended code, even 

improving it by using an iterative method where the code can be tested in real-time with the virtual 

model and shorter lead time is reached, which contributes to a higher profit within the company.  

If a sufficiently realistic virtual model is achieved, energy consumption can be estimated with the use 

of thorough physics. This allows designing considering the environmental impact. Energy losses in 

robots are mainly caused by acceleration and deceleration. Therefore, with a general velocity 

reduction, energy consumption is reduced (Winther, 2017). VC creates an environment where the 

motions of each robot can be optimized to minimize acceleration/deceleration. 

Finally, using Virtual Commissioning permits simulating the project from different locations, which 

translates into savings in transportation and time for the workers. 

5.3. Social Sustainability 

From a social point of view, using Virtual Commissioning and automated guided vehicles instead of 

manual material handling systems present many advantages. 

According to The Swedish Work Environment Authority (AV), forklifts are the machines that cause the 

biggest number of accidents at work with sick leave. Just between 2008 and 2012 four thousand 

accidents were reported, four of these accidents were fatal. The main reasons for these accidents are 

that either the driver lost control of the truck while driving (colliding with objects or people) or he 

received falling goods from the pallet over himself (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2013). 

Taking this data into account, it’s a conclusion that using AGVs instead of regular forklifts is very 

convenient for safety reasons. Not only they would avoid accidents, but also the workers would not 

be under so much pressure and stress; they would improve their life quality. Another point to consider 

is that by using AGVs the human error factor will disappear; the risk of having collisions would be 

reduced, which means fewer workers and goods being damaged. 

Unfortunately, not all the impact in society is positive. On the one hand, there will be more 

employment opportunities for engineers with higher education. On the other hand, there will be 

fewer opportunities for workers in the factory (Winther, 2017). 
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6. DEVELOPMENT 
After going through the frame of reference, the literature review and the methodology, the necessary 

guidelines to develop this thesis have been established. The first steps that have been carried out are 

to know in-depth the real AGV and its environment, to implement it on the emulation platform, and 

to program it. Finally, a system including all of the developed features was created; this system is 

called AGV stations system and it is shown at the end of this section. 

That said, since the first step in this project was to dig deeper into the AGV mechatronic, it also is the 

first part of the development. 

6.1. Characterize the system 

During this subsection, the most significant features and components of the real AGV TC70 from 

Jernbro will be briefly described to understand the physical device and to be able to compare it with 

the virtual model.  

6.1.1. AGV TC70 

As explained previously, the AGV TC70 is an automated guided vehicle that Jernbro has specifically 

designed to transport heavy duty truck engines and to make it easier for the operators to interact with 

such engines. Its navigation system allows it to follow different tracks and, in this way, to follow 

different layouts going through different stations depending on the needs of the engine. Some of the 

characteristics of this system that might help to visualize it better are that it is 1.5m high, 1.2m wide 

and 1.97m long, total weight is 1050kg and the maximum speed that it can reach is 60m/min.  

6.1.1.1. Component list: 

The AGV TC70 has a total of 156 integrated components. However, in this component list (Table 2) 

only the most relevant components are set out. Also, all the components inside these components are 

not mentioned. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Component list. 

DEVICE DESCRIPTION PICTURE 

Central Wheel This wheel is responsible for the 

movement of the AGV. It includes two 

servo motors; one of them rotates the 

AGV and the other one moves forward 

or backward the AGV. 
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Side wheels Idler wheels. They are placed on the 

side of the AGV for stability reasons. 

 

Safeguard 

Wheels 

Idler wheels. They are placed in the 

back of the AGV and give stability to the 

AGV when it is holding an engine. 

 

Lift fixture This fixture picks up the engine. It has 

two servomotors: one of them moves 

the engine up and down and the other 

one rotates it. 

 

Navigation 

sensor 

In automatic mode, the AGV navigates 

by using an antenna to follow a 

magnetic field in a floor loop. The paths 

are differenced by different 

frequencies of the wires in the floor. 

 

ID tag reader RFID write/read device. The AGV reads 

the RFID tags in the floor and sends 

station information to the PLC. 

 

Laser scanner sick 

S300 (x2).  

 

Safety components. The AGV’s front 

laser scanner scans for obstacles in the 

direction of travel to avoid collisions. 

The AGV’s rear laser scanner prevents 

trapping under the load during lift and 

rotation; it is used to protect a person 

to get pinched between the AGV and 

the engine.  
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Joystick Joystick to run the AGV manually.  

 

Power switch The AGV’s main power switch is on the 

front of its lower hatch. It gives voltage 

to the device. 

 

Emergency stop 

buttons (x3) 

Safety component. When pressed, the 

AGV stops all the movements 

immediately but it must only be used in 

emergencies, not for normal stopping. 

 

Illuminated 

pushbuttons 

(x12) 

They are used to announce warnings, 

faults, and different operation modes. 

 

Flashing light 

(orange) 

Safety component. It flashes before the 

AGV starts moving in AUTO and it 

flashes continuously when the AGV is 

moving faster than 18 m/min. 
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In Figure 8, these components are shown to get a general view of their location: 

 

Figure 8. AGV components. 

 

6.2. Open Emulation Platform (Virtual Model) 

6.2.1. Geometries and GLBs: converting and simplifying 3D models 

After studying the different components of the AGV, the following step is to convert and simplify the 

3D model provided by Jernbro into files that Simumatik can process. The software “FreeCAD” is used 

to extract the wheels, lift, buttons, and lights from the system, which are saved into separate files; 

also, unnecessary components are removed to obtain just the chassis of the AGV. Unnecessary 

components are the pieces that are not visible inside the AGV, mostly screws. These unnecessary 

components don’t add value to the model, they just add weight to the final file, which would be harder 

to upload on the Simumatik’s platform and a more advanced computer would be required to work 

with it. The wheels and the lift are removed from the model since they are implemented separately 

as links in the Simumatik’s XML code in order to be able to program a different behavior for each 

component. 

The final reduced model shown in Figure 9 is exported to different format files in order to modify it in 

another software which is used to simplify and paint the model.  
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Figure 9. Rear part of the model (left) VS front part of the model (right) in FreeCAD.    

 

Once the unneeded parts are deleted, the next step is to simplify the triangle mesh of the geometry 

using “3D Builder”, a free software from Microsoft. This software is also used to add the color to the 

model as close to reality as possible. 

The final model obtained in 3D Builder is compared with the model from Jernbro in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Rear part of the Jernbro’s model (left) VS rear part of the model (right) in 3D Builder. 

The model is finished and exported to the Simumatik´s format file. This is an iterative process that 

must be repeated with every component of the AGV as, for instance, each wheel, the lift, buttons and 

lights. 
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6.2.2. AGV mechatronic and XML code 

Once that every component and its datasheet has been studied the components creation starts. The 

first step in this stage is to implement the tentative idea suggested in the previous sections where it 

is decided how to structure the different links and joints attached to the AGV’s chassis (base link). This 

is an iterative process that requires backtracking to find the optimal structure. 

The creation of the components has been done in the Simumatik component editor writing a 

Simumatik XML which has its data model based in URDF and SDF (XML formats). The structure of the 

components is done defining the main link, joints (parent and child links), and the different parameters 

of the child links. Also, in this editor are defined the collisions and visual parameters, for the latter, 

the 3D geometries created in the previous step are included in the assets of the component, which 

inserts the information into the XML file such as 3D geometries, python files, pictures or symbols. 

On the other hand, the behaviour of the components is written in a Python file, which is added to the 

component assets. For example, to program the navigation sensor, 10 inductive beams haven been 

set and depending on which beam is touching the conductive cable, the navigation sensor sends an 

integer or another to the PLC as an analog input to read how aligned is the AGV from the path. 

As mentioned in the frame of reference, multibody systems are very complex since several joints and 

links need to be performed. These systems have the main link (base link) to which new links are added 

as “child links” through joints; each link has its physical parameters such as mass, inertia, collision, 

bounciness, and so on. For instance, the three-axis robot shown in Figure 11 has 4 links (including the 

base link) and 3 joints, but it just has one contact point in the base link. 

 

Figure 11. Example of a multibody system, 3 axis robot. 

The AGV mechatronic of the AGV component created in Simumatik is shown in Figure 12, where can 

be observed that the AGV has 10 links and 9 joints with 5 contact points (one for each wheel). But the 

most important thing here is that the AGV is movable, which means that it is a robot at the same time 

that it is a vehicle while the 3-axis robot is fixed. All these mathematical equations and calculations 

are made by the physical motor, which has some limitations; here is where one of the biggest 

problems to be faced in this project arises. 
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Figure 12.  Structure of the AGV in the XML code. 

In Figure 12 is shown a general overview of the structure of the XML code of the AGV component 

(without the peripheral components which are attached to the AGV afterwards). To understand this, 

several components are explained as an example: 

AGV Chassis: 

The main link is created defining different physical parameters such as mass and inertia as it is shown 

in lines 6 and 7. The mass has been one of the most critical parameters to define; an incorrect mass 

value could make the component to tremble or move while emulating. 

1.     <component>   
2.         <base_link name="main">   
3.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
4.       <inertial>   
5.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
6.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
7.         <inertia>0 0 0 0 0 0</inertia>   
8.       </inertial>   

The visual part of the main or base link is the AGV chassis. This visual element has been simplified (as 

explained in chapter 6.2.1) and added to the Simumatik/assembly assets. Each asset has its own 

identifier code, which is called from the code as it is done in line 13. This is how the visual component 

is introduced into the code.  
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9.             <visual name="AGV">   
10.         <origin>0 0 0.725 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
11.         <geometry>   
12.           <mesh>   
13.             <model>a5e830bc-7d73-11ea-9c8b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
14.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
15.           </mesh>   
16.         </geometry>   
17.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
18.         <visible>true</visible>   
19.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
20.       </visual>     

Finally, the collision for the AGV chassis is created. The AGV has been surrounded by a box, as showed 

in  line 24; the size of the box in the x, y and z axis is defined in line 25. 

21.       <collision name="Body_Collision">   
22.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
23.         <geometry>   
24.           <box>   
25.             <size>0.7 0.2 0.1</size>       
26.           </box>   
27.         </geometry>   
28.       </collision>        
29.         </base_link>   

 

Safeguard Wheels: 

There are 4 safeguard wheels and all of them have been implemented in the same way. The only thing 

that is different in each one of them is the visual origin (location of the visual and collision parts) and 

the name of the link. Safeguard wheel 1 is explained as an example. 

First of all, a joint is created in order to attach this new wheel to the AGV chassis (main link). As shown 

in line 5, the safeguards wheels are defined in the ry-axis, which is parallel to the ground; this way the 

wheels can rotate translationally (moving the AGV forward and backward). 

The limits of the joint have to be defined, for this, setting the lower limit to 1 and the upper limit to 0 

means that the wheel does not have any limit regarding the rotation angle of the joint. The velocity of 

the joint is set to 10 since this value is assigned to the maximum speed of the AGV, 60 m/min. 

1.     <joint name="Safeguard_Wheel_1_Joint">   
2.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
3.       <parent>main</parent>   
4.       <child>Safeguard_Wheel_1</child>   
5.       <axis>ry</axis>   
6.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
7.       <limits>   
8.         <lower>1</lower>   
9.         <upper>0</upper>   
10.         <effort>0</effort>   
11.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
12.       </limits>   
13.     </joint>   
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After the joint, the link is created, setting the visual origin and the physical parameters. 

30.     <link name="Safeguard_Wheel_1">   
31.      <origin>0.72 -0.1 -0.027 0 0 0 1</origin>   
32.       <inertial>   
33.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
34.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
35.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
36.       </inertial>   

The geometry of the safeguard wheel is called in line 41. All the safeguard wheels use the same 

geometry. There are other parameters, such as the opacity or visibility of the components, that can 

be adjusted; these are visual parameters instead of physical ones. 

37.       <visual name="Safeguard_Wheel_Visu_1">   
38.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
39.         <geometry>   
40.           <mesh>   
41.             <model>127a3ce5-57b7-11ea-b8aa-063ea404e626</model>   
42.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
43.           </mesh>   
44.         </geometry>   
45.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
46.         <visible>true</visible>   
47.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
48.       </visual>   

The collision of the safeguard wheels is a cylinder with the parameters shown in lines 53 and 54. 

49.       <collision name="Safeguard_Wheel_Collision_1">   
50.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
51.         <geometry>   
52.           <cylinder>   
53.             <radius>0.0426</radius>   
54.             <length>0.075</length>   
55.           </cylinder>   
56.         </geometry>   
57.       </collision>   
58.       <surface>   
59.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
60.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
61.       </surface>   
62.     </link>   

 

Lift fixture:  

Since the lift has the capability to move translationally and rotationally, it is needed to create two 

different links, one in charge of the translational movement and the other in charge of the rotational 

movement. Both movements (translational and rotational) are implemented in the same way, the only 

parameters that change are the axis of rotation and the parent-child description. For the translational 

movement, the rotational z-axis is used, and for the rotational movement the rotational x-axis is used. 

As example, the translational part is explained. 
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First, the joint is created to attach the lift to the AGV chassis. Here, the parent is the main AGV, while 

in the rotational movement the parent link is the translational component of the loader. 

1.      <joint name="Loader_Translation_Joint">   
2.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
3.       <parent>main</parent>   
4.       <child>Loader_Translation</child>   
5.       <axis>z</axis>   
6.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
7.       <limits>   
8.         <lower>-0.4</lower>   
9.         <upper>0.4</upper>   
10.         <effort>1000000</effort>   
11.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
12.       </limits>   

A joint motor is created to move the lift upwards and downwards. The servomotor axis is connected 

to the value (line 67) of the joint motor. 

63.       <joint_motor name ="translational">   
64.         <mode>position</mode>   
65.         <axis>z</axis>   
66.         <hold>true</hold>   
67.         <value>0</value>   
68.         <feedback>0</feedback>   
69.       </joint_motor>   
70.     </joint>   

Once the joint is created, the link including the visual part is implemented. Once again the visual and 

physical parameters are defined. 

1.     <link name="Loader_Translation">   
2.       <origin>-0.075 0 0.695 0 0 0 1</origin>   
3.       <inertial>   
4.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
5.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
6.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
7.       </inertial>   
8.    
9.       <visual name="Loader_Translation_Visu">   
10.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
11.         <geometry>   
12.           <mesh>   
13.             <model>0c42308f-7e24-11ea-be6b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
14.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
15.           </mesh>   
16.         </geometry>   
17.         <material>   
18.           <color>0.8 0.8 0.8 1</color>   
19.         </material>   
20.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
21.         <visible>true</visible>   
22.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
23.       </visual>   
24.       <surface>   
25.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
26.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
27.       </surface>   
28.     </link>    
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Central Wheel: 

This is the wheel that oversees the rotational and translational movement of the AGV. Its XML 

structure is very similar to the structure of the lift. The central wheel is divided into two different links, 

one for the rotation and one for the translational movement of the wheel. 

 

As it is shown in lines 1 and 5, a joint in the rotational z-axis (rz) is created, where the parent is the 

chassis of the AGV (base link) and the child is the central wheel 1.  

1.     <joint name="Central_Wheel_1_Joint">   
2.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
3.       <parent>main</parent>   
4.       <child>Central_Wheel_1</child>   
5.       <axis>rz</axis>   

In , the second joint is created with the central wheel 1 as a parent and the central wheel 2 as a child. 

It is created in the ry axis to allow the translational movement. 

1. <joint name="Central_Wheel_2_Joint">   
2.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
3.       <parent>Central_Wheel_1</parent>   
4.       <child>Central_Wheel_2</child>   
5.       <axis>ry</axis>   

 

 

6.2.3. Peripheral components 

Once the AGV component has been created, it is time to start creating the peripheral components 

which are integrated into the AGV component through constraints. For this, it is important to 

understand what is a constraint. Constraints work as screws and they are used to join together two 

components which means that both components will move at the same time. 

This process is repeated iteratively with each component until the complete AGV including the 

peripheral components is fully built up. The AGV and its periphery can be shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Peripheral components. 

 

With this, we have the following peripheral components: 

Laser Scanner SICK: it is used to detect obstacles and avoid collisions. The laser has a field that, if 

active, stops the AGV and turns green the light of the beam. In Figure 14 the two possible situations 

for the laser scanner are shown. 

 

Figure 14. Laser Scanner SICK is not active (left) VS active (right). 

Navigation sensor: it is modelled as an inductive sensor used for the guidance of the AGV. The 

detection field of this sensor is a triangle mesh with 10 rays which correspond to 10 bits. The sensor 

detects how far is the AGV from the conductive path located under the floor; it generates an integer 

number to inform the PLC of this location. The navigation sensor is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Navigation sensor. 

Position sensors: these sensors are used as an RFID device to know in which station the AGV is located. 

They are also used to inform the AGV that it is close to a station in order to brake before it stops. RFID 

tags under the floor are distributed on the floor throughout the system so they can be detected by 

position sensors. For example, in Figure 16, the AGV is in the home station since the position sensor 2 

is activated (touching an RFID tag). 

 

Figure 16. Position sensors and RFID tags. 

Buttons and lights: used to enrich the AGV’s functionality to be as close to reality as possible. This 

includes the emergency stop button (Figure 18), the main power switch, and the lights behave the 

same as in the real AGV. As it is shown in Figure 17, the green light is activated, which means that the 

AGV is on and the navigation sensor is activated. 
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Figure 17. Lights. Green light activated. 

 

Figure 18. Emergency stop button. 

 

 

 

6.3. AGV Stations System 

To demonstrate the functionality of the AGV and its periphery, a system called “AGV Stations System” 

has been created. This system consists of a few stations where the AGV loads an engine that can be 

rotated or go up and down in the lift. Furthermore, the AGV has the capability to follow the conductive 

path, brake and stop in the different stations of the system. The system shown in Figure 19 includes 

all the components, sensors, buttons, and lights described in the previous sections. 

This system and all its functionalities are shown in the following video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX8ryMoqRfo&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX8ryMoqRfo&feature=youtu.be
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Figure 19. Overview of the system showing the floor (above) and hiding it (below). 

 

 

 

 

7. RESULTS 
This section is oriented in a way that the reader can understand which components and functionalities 

of the AGV have been modelled and which have not. 

7.1. Components 

Table 3 is very similar to the one that can be found in the previous section; however, in this case, it is 

explained whether it was possible or not to create certain components and in what level of depth. The 

reasons why some components have not been possible to implement are described in the discussion 

chapter.  

Also, in the table, it can be observed the device, the level of implementation, and an image of the 

virtual component that has been created in Simumatik. The level of implementation has been divided 

into three different categories: implemented, implemented with restrictions or not implemented. 
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Implemented with restrictions means that it has been implemented but it doesn’t work exactly like 

the real component. 

Table 3. Level of implementation of the AGV components in the emulation. 

DEVICE LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION PICTURE 

Central Wheel Implemented. There are two servo 

motors with the same steering angle 

that the real AGV. One of them is in 

charge of the rotational movement and 

the other one is in charge of the 

translational one. 

 

Side wheels Not implemented.  

Safeguard 

Wheels 

Implemented. They provide stability to 

the AGV while the lift is loading an 

engine. 

 

 

Lift fixture Implemented. It has two servo motors, 

one for the rotation and one for the 

upward and downward movement. It 

uses a locker to hold the engine. 
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Navigation 

sensor 

Implemented with restrictions. It is 

capable of following the path. However, 

it is not as accurate as the real device. 

Also, the behaviour has been modelled 

differently. 

 

ID tag reader Implemented with restrictions. It gives 

information about the station where the 

AGV is placed. However, it works 

differently from an RFID tag reader. The 

AGV has 4 inductive sensors that 

collision with the conductive plates 

placed on the stations in order to obtain 

a binary code that matches with a 

position in the path instead of just one 

RFID tag that sends all the information. 

 

 

Laser scanner 

sick S300 (x2).  

 

Implemented with restrictions. They 

have been added to the AGV. However, 

the component created does not have a 

warning and a stop zone, it just stops 

when it detects something but is does 

not slow down at the beginning.  

 

Joystick Not implemented.   

Power switch Implemented. 
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Emergency stop 

buttons (x3) 

Implemented with restrictions. Only 

one of the three was implemented. 

 

 

Illuminated 

pushbuttons 

(x12) 

Implemented with restrictions. In the 

real AGV two of them are only lights 

and two of them are illuminated 

pushbutton. However, they have been 

implemented just as lights. 

 

Flashing light 

(orange) 

Implemented.  

 

 

 

 

7.2. Iteration process according methodology 

In this sub-section, the objective is to explain how the testing and evaluation of these components is 

accomplished by performing different iterations, following the design and creation methodology. This 

content is part of the results section since it is from these iterations that all the results and limitations 

have been obtained. 

One again, the testing of the components has not been unique, instead, it has involved several 

iterations as it is shown in Figure 20. To better understand this iterative procedure, a component will 

be used as an example, concretely the AGV navigation sensor. 
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Figure 20. Iterative process for creating components. 

 

7.2.1. Iterative process for the navigation sensor 

For each created component the steps described in the methodology have been iterated. Since a lot 

of components are built concurrently, not all of them are in the same development stage at the same 

time. For this reason, the focus now is on the navigation sensor.  

Awareness: during the awareness stage, the real navigation sensor and its datasheet is studied. It is 

observed that the sensor navigates by using an antenna to follow a wire on the floor. Each wire emits 

a magnetic field with a different frequency; this is how the paths are differentiated (Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21. Navigation sensor technology. 
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Suggestion: once the problem is defined, the next step is thinking how to emulate the sensor by using 

tools that do not allow to generate a magnetic field around a wire. For this reason, the challenge is to 

create a component that operates in the same way as this magnetic field: when the magnetic field is 

stronger it means that the AGV is in the right direction; on the other hand, when it is weaker, the 

central wheel must be redirected to centre the AGV on the wire. The tentative idea developed can be 

seen in Figure 22. The idea consists of creating a sensor that emits several laser beams and giving 

these beams a different importance or weight. Depending on what beam is in contact with the wire, 

the servomotor will turn with an angle or another to redirect its way. 

 

Figure 22. Navigation sensor laser beams. 

Development: after considering different solutions to the problem, a sensor with 10 laser beams was 

created. The behaviour of this component is programmed in a script file inside the code of the 

component. In this script, the component is programmed to provide a different weight to each one of 

these laser beams. The control program receives a signal from the navigation sensor that is processed 

by the PID controller and returns an angle for the servomotor. 

Evaluation and Conclusions: after the first tentative idea, the component was evaluated using 

different methods (Table 4).  

Table 4. Performed tests for the navigation sensor. 

Iteration Result Conclusion 

Iteration 1: In a separated system, 

move the wire through the beams of 

the sensor to check that the signal 

returned by the sensor is correct.  

The given weight to 

each laser beam did 

not work as expected.  

Go back to the suggestion stage and 

fix the script code as well as the 

distance between the beams until 

the sensor works properly. 

Iteration 2: Connecting the sensor to 

the AGV system and controlling it 

without a PID block to check that the 

central wheel turns correctly 

The connections were 

not done properly. 

Without a PID the 

wheel movement was 

too abrupt.  

Go back to the suggestion stage and 

fixing errors in the connections until 

the servomotor turns as expected. 

Also, adding a PID controller. 
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depending on the signal sent. Also, 

checking the electric connections. 

Iteration 3: Connecting the AGV 

system to the control program and 

running it automatically to fix the PID 

parameters until the AGV navigates 

properly. 

The central wheel 

moved too abrupt or 

too smooth; the 

acceleration was not 

enough, and the servo 

limits were not the 

proper ones. 

Go back to the suggestion stage and 

fixing the control code (PID 

parameters) until it navigates 

properly. Also, changing some 

values in the servo motor 

component. 

 

As it is shown in Table 4, the procedure is iterated until an optimum operation is achieved. These tests 

have been performed for the navigation sensor specifically, however, the process is very similar for 

the rest of the components.  
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8. DISCUSSIONS 
This section is intended to discuss why it has not been possible to model certain components or 

simulate certain functionalities. In this way, the limitations that have been found throughout this 

process are shown. Also, it will be discussed whether it would have been possible to make a better 

system by doing something differently from the beginning. 

8.1. Limitations found 

During the results chapter, it has been mentioned that some components have not been implemented 

or they have been implemented with some kind of restriction. Below is a set of the most important 

limitations that have been found when creating an AGV for VC purposes. 

Constraints:  

As mentioned before, the AGV has a lot of peripheral components, which means that each one must 

move with the AGV at the same time, meaning an increase in the complexity of the system. This is the 

reason why a component prioritization was done, selecting the most important ones that add greater 

functionality to the AGV.  

For example, the real AGV has 3 emergency stops but only one was implemented since it does not add 

more functionality to the AGV if one is working properly and it does not change the purpose of the 

Virtual Commissioning. 

Stability: 

This problem is the result of creating a complex multi-body system that also works as a vehicle. The 

stability problem resides in the fact that it is necessary to define a series of parameters such as mass, 

friction or bounciness for each component. Also, it was important to define the physical parameters 

for the peripheral components or it could affect the stability of the AGV. For example, the mass of the 

engine had to be reduced since it caused the AGV trembled when the lift fixture was holding it. 

For this reason, the side wheels could not be implemented. They caused too many stability problems, 

making the AGV tremble and slide. Besides, this problem has been present during the whole project. 

Collisions: 

Creating perfect collisions that completely surround a component usually causes conflicts between 

the bodies. The main consequence of this, is that the AGV trembles or doesn’t work as expected. For 

that reason, the collision of the AGV has been modelled using simple geometries (cubes, spheres) like 

the one shown in Figure 23.  
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Figure 23. Simple geometries for collisions. 

Realism of the components: 

Modelling the behaviour of the binary components is relatively easy; however, modelling other kinds 

of components such as the ID tag reader can be very complicated. All that can be done is trying to 

emulate that behaviour as close to reality as possible, having in mind that the time for this project is 

limited and that the software for VC is still under development. What should be done is making the 

PLC believe that the component works like the real one even though it doesn’t.  

This problem has been present when creating the most complex components such as the navigation 

sensor, the RFID tag reader or the laser scanners (sensor with one only field instead of two). Also, it 

has not been possible to provide the AGV with the capability of choosing between different paths due 

to a component that reads different frequencies from the cables couldn’t be created. 

8.2. Fulfillment of the objectives 

Regarding the initial objectives of this thesis, some of them have been achieved; however, some of 

them have not been possible to implement.  

The virtual model of the AGV has been created and it works similarly to the physical one. However, 

the realism that the components were expected to have could not be achieved in all cases. The 

navigation sensor and the RFID tag reader work differently in real life.  

After going through all of these issues and limitations, there is a particular thing that would have gone 

better is done differently. The system wanted to be refined too much, for that reason it took too long 

to make the first evaluation of the components and the system using the control program. Today, the 

components would have been tested earlier, which would have made the process of understanding 

the whole assembly much faster. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
After building an AGV model that fulfills the initial objectives of this project, some conclusions can be 

drawn. 

 Visually, building a virtual model of an AGV is not difficult, it is tedious work but it is still doable.  

 When testing different functionalities, the problem is similar. Assembling and programming the 

components to perform certain functionalities is usually time-consuming but it is an achievable 

task  

 The realism of the components is a bigger problem. Some components such as the buttons or 

lights are easy to model and they behave like the real ones. However, this level of realism has not 

been achieved in all the components. Most importantly, the navigation sensor and the RFID 

reader do not behave as the real ones. Making this kind of components more faithful to reality 

suppose a matter of time and knowledge that was not planned for this project. 

 The physical part is also a problem when modelling an AGV. As explained during this project, an 

AGV is an MBS that works like a robot combined with a vehicle. This makes fixing all the 

parameters of the links a complicated work that consumed a very important part of the time for 

this project. 

So, regarding what this project has brought to Jernbro, it provides a base work for future development. 

It has been concluded that testing different functionalities and components is relatively easy. The 

difficulty lies in the physics and reproducing components exactly as in real. In other words, building a 

virtual AGV presumes a matter of time and knowledge.  

The limited-time for the development of this thesis have restricted the goals that could have been 

achieved. For that reason, some steps can be done in the future, these steps are: 

 Adding the side wheels to the AGV, which could not be added to the system due to stability 

reasons. 

 Converting the Codesys control code to TIA Portal, which is the control program that 

Jernbro currently uses. 

 Work together with the programmers of Jernbro to keep improving the realism of 

components as the Simumatik platform allows to implement more functionalities. 

 Adding the possibility to choose between different paths that go to different workstations.  

 Working with several AGVs in the system. 

 Adding an HMI to the system. 

The possibilities offered by Virtual Commissioning are truly infinite, how far it can be implemented in 

different systems depends on the functionalities or the devices that desire to be tested. However, 

using VC seems like a reasonable idea for industries since it is supposed to reduce lead time and costs; 

also, it allows the telematic work, which would have been a great advantage during the situation that 

has taken place during the development of this project. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Work Breakdown and Time Plan 
In this section, the initial work breakdown and time plan stablished before the development of the 

project are compared with the updated version which shows the final time plan that actually took 

place in the project. 

 

Figure 24. Work breakdown and Time Plan. 

The pink tasks in the Gantt diagram in Figure 24, show the time plan stablished before the project 

starts and the blue tasks are the updated time plan. 

It is clear that it is more productive to work with different tasks concurrently (updated time plan) 

instead of setting just one or two tasks per week (old time plan) as it is shown in Figure 24; in the week 

6 (3-7 Feb) it was planned to work in 2 tasks but finally even 4 tasks took place that week and they 

were finished. 

One of the problems found in the time plan was to plan the time for the literature review since it was 

set for just one week but actually it needed 5 weeks since it is one of the most important stages of the 

theoretical work and actually it is very useful for the development of the project. 

Also, the practical work hadn’t been planned before the project started and that’s the reason why 

there are not pink tasks in the practical work. 

Finally, we set the practical development of the written report from 20th of April until the end of the 

project, but actually it took just 1 week to finish that part and that’s why the practical work has 

continued in development even after writing the report. 
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Appendix B: AGV TC70 and Virtual Reality 
The Simumatik team has been working on VR integration during the development of our thesis. For 

this reason, it has been considered interesting to carry out an extra activity in our project that includes 

interaction, through a VR headset, with the station system created for the AGV. 

There are many possibilities regarding virtual reality in such a system. For instance, VR could be used 

for operator training, explaining to them what procedures they have to do or what details they need 

to look at. In this case, the VR headset has been used to test three different things: 

Collision Sensor: As it can be seen in Figure 25, the collision sensor activates when it detects the 

person standing in front of it. This person can be observed in in bottom left corner of the figure. 

 

Figure 25. VR and collision sensor. 
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Engine Inspection: As said before, the VR headset can be used as an inspection tool to instruct the 

operator and get them comfortable with the environment. This implementation can be observed in 

Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26. VR and engine inspection. 

 
The result of the virtual reality implementation can be seen in the following link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX8ryMoqRfo&feature=youtu.be 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX8ryMoqRfo&feature=youtu.be
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Appendix C: PLC programming 
The software Codesys has been chosen to test every component and functionality of the AGV. The 

first step is to create the I/O list of the system where all the inputs and outputs of the system are 

included. Then, every input and output is tested when connected to Simumatik, checking that it works 

at the same time in Simumatik and Codesys.  

Several blocks have been created as it is shown in Figure 27. 

 AGV_Circuit (SFC) is the main program which is the sequence that the systems follow. 

 Button_and_Lights (ST) include all the functionalities required in the AGV about buttons and 
lights. 

 PID_Control (Ladder) and DataType_Conversions (ST) are used for the navigation of the AGV 
using a PID controller. 

 Safety (ST) includes all the functionalities regarding safety. 

 

Figure 27. Structure of Codesys. 

Figure 28 shows the PID block used for navigation. The AGV follows the conductive path using the 

navigation sensor and controlling the angle of rotation of the servomotor in the central wheel. 

 

Figure 28. Block for the PID controller. 

In the next subsections, the I/O lists of the AGV station system are shown. 
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Digital Inputs 

Table 5. Digital Inputs. 

Name Address Type Comment 

DI_1 MB0 BYTE Digital Inputs Module 1 

Navigation_Sensor_Status MX0.0 BOOL Sensor used to know if the navigation sensor is 
active 

Sensor_Vel MX0.1 BOOL Sensor in the AGV used to know when there is 
a station near 

Sensor_Pos0 MX0.2 BOOL Sensor in the AGV in the position 0 

Sensor_Pos1 MX0.3 BOOL Sensor in the AGV in the position 1 

Sensor_Pos2 MX0.4 BOOL Sensor in the AGV in the position 2 (Home) 

Rear_Laser_SICK MX0.5 BOOL Laser Sick in the rear part of the AGV used for 
collision detection 

Front_Laser_SICK MX0.6 BOOL Laser Sick in the front part of the AGV used for 
collision detection 

Loader_Locked MX0.7 BOOL Signal used to know when the locker is locked 

DI_2 MB1 BYTE Digital Inputs Module 2 

Power_Switch MX1.0 BOOL Power switch of the AGV used to switch on or 
switch off the powersupply 

Emergency_Stop MX1.1 BOOL Mushroom used as an emergency stop 

Sensor_Home_Start MX1.2 BOOL Sensor at the beginning of the home conveyor 

Sensor_Home_End MX1.3 BOOL Sensor at the end of the home conveyor 

Central_Wheel_Pos_Reached MX1.4 BOOL Setpoint_Pos for the Central_Wheel reached 

Central_Wheel_Vel_Reached MX1.5 BOOL Setpoint_Vel for the Central_Wheel reached 

Loader_Turning_Reached MX1.6 BOOL Setpoint_Pos for the Loader_Turning reached 

Loader_Translation_Reached MX1.7 BOOL Setpoint_Pos for the Loader_Translation 
reached 
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Digital Outputs 

Table 6. Digital Outputs. 

Name Address Type Comment 

DQ_1 QB0 BYTE Digital Outputs Module 1 

AGV_Motor QX0.0 BOOL Motor used for the movement of the AGV 

Flashlight QX0.1 BOOL Flashes when the AGV moves fast 

Red_L QX0.2 BOOL Fault light 

Orange_L QX0.3 BOOL Warning light 

White_L QX0.4 BOOL AGV on path 

Green_L QX0.5 BOOL Auto mode 

Loader_Locker QX0.6 BOOL Locker in the Loader used to load engines 

Conveyor_Home_Fwd QX0.7 BOOL Mover the conveyor at the home station 

DQ_2 QB1 BYTE Digital Outputs Module 2 

//Reserved QX1.0 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.1 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.2 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.3 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.4 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.5 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.6 BOOL  

//Reserved QX1.7 BOOL  

 

Analog Inputs 

Table 7. Analog Inputs. 

Name Address Type Comment 

Navigation_Sensor MW1 WORD Analog Input Module 1. Used for the sensor navigation 

AI_2 MW2 WORD Analog Input Module 2 

AI_3 MW3 WORD Analog Input Module 3 

AI_4 MW4 WORD Analog Input Module 4 
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Analog Outputs 

Table 8. Analog Outputs. 

Name Address Type Comment 

Central_Wheel_Pos QW1 WORD Analog Output Module 1. Used to control the servo 
motor for the rotation of the Central Wheel in position 
mode 

Central_Wheel_Vel QW2 WORD Analog Output Module 2. Used to control the servo 
motor for the velocity of the Central Wheel in velocity 
mode 

Loader_Turning QW3 WORD Analog Output Module 3. Used to control the servo 
motor for the rotation of the Loader in position mode 

Loader_Translation QW4 WORD Analog Output Module 4. Used to control the servo 
motor for the translational movement of the Loader in 
position mode 
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Appendix D: XML Code of AGV TC70 
This appendix contains the XML code implemented in the Simumatik platform for the AGV TC70. 

6.  <open_emulation_platform version="0.3">   
7.     <component>   
8.         <base_link name="main">   
9.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
10.       <inertial>   
11.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
12.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
13.         <inertia>0 0 0 0 0 0</inertia>   
14.       </inertial>   
15.          
16.             <visual name="AGV">   
17.         <origin>0 0 0.725 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
18.         <geometry>   
19.           <mesh>   
20.             <model>a5e830bc-7d73-11ea-9c8b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
21.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
22.           </mesh>   
23.         </geometry>   
24.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
25.         <visible>true</visible>   
26.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
27.       </visual>     
28.          
29.       <collision name="Body_Collision">   
30.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
31.         <geometry>   
32.           <box>   
33.             <size>0.7 0.2 0.1</size>       
34.           </box>   
35.         </geometry>   
36.       </collision>        
37.         </base_link>   
38.        
39.                  <!--            SAFEGUARD WHEELS                    -->   
40.        
41.     <joint name="Safeguard_Wheel_1_Joint">   
42.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
43.       <parent>main</parent>   
44.       <child>Safeguard_Wheel_1</child>   
45.       <axis>ry</axis>   
46.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
47.       <limits>   
48.         <lower>1</lower>   
49.         <upper>0</upper>   
50.         <effort>0</effort>   
51.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
52.       </limits>   
53.     </joint>   
54.    
55.     <link name="Safeguard_Wheel_1">   
56.      <origin>0.72 -0.1 -0.027 0 0 0 1</origin>   
57.       <inertial>   
58.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
59.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
60.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
61.       </inertial>   
62.    
63.       <visual name="Safeguard_Wheel_Visu_1">   
64.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
65.         <geometry>   
66.           <mesh>   
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67.             <model>127a3ce5-57b7-11ea-b8aa-063ea404e626</model>   
68.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
69.           </mesh>   
70.         </geometry>   
71.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
72.         <visible>true</visible>   
73.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
74.       </visual>   
75.    
76.       <collision name="Safeguard_Wheel_Collision_1">   
77.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
78.         <geometry>   
79.           <cylinder>   
80.             <radius>0.0426</radius>   
81.             <length>0.075</length>   
82.           </cylinder>   
83.         </geometry>   
84.       </collision>   
85.       <surface>   
86.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
87.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
88.       </surface>   
89.     </link>   
90.        
91.    
92.     <joint name="Safeguard_Wheel_2_Joint">   
93.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
94.       <parent>main</parent>   
95.       <child>Safeguard_Wheel_2</child>   
96.       <axis>ry</axis>   
97.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
98.       <limits>   
99.         <lower>1</lower>   
100.         <upper>0</upper>   
101.         <effort>0</effort>   
102.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
103.       </limits>   
104.     </joint>   
105.    
106.     <link name="Safeguard_Wheel_2">   
107.       <origin>0.72 -0.18 -0.027 0 0 0 1</origin>   
108.       <inertial>   
109.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
110.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
111.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
112.       </inertial>   
113.    
114.       <visual name="Safeguard_Wheel_Visu_2">   
115.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
116.         <geometry>   
117.           <mesh>   
118.             <model>127a3ce5-57b7-11ea-b8aa-063ea404e626</model>   
119.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
120.           </mesh>   
121.         </geometry>   
122.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
123.         <visible>true</visible>   
124.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
125.       </visual>   
126.    
127.       <collision name="Safeguard_Wheel_Collision_2">   
128.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
129.         <geometry>   
130.           <cylinder>   
131.             <radius>0.0426</radius>   
132.             <length>0.075</length>   
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133.           </cylinder>   
134.         </geometry>   
135.       </collision>   
136.       <surface>   
137.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
138.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
139.       </surface>   
140.     </link>   
141.    
142.    
143.     <joint name="Safeguard_Wheel_3_Joint">   
144.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
145.       <parent>main</parent>   
146.       <child>Safeguard_Wheel_3</child>   
147.       <axis>ry</axis>   
148.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
149.       <limits>   
150.         <lower>1</lower>   
151.         <upper>0</upper>   
152.         <effort>0</effort>   
153.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
154.       </limits>   
155.     </joint>   
156.    
157.     <link name="Safeguard_Wheel_3">   
158.      <origin>0.72 0.1 -0.027 0 0 0 1</origin>   
159.       <inertial>   
160.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
161.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
162.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
163.       </inertial>   
164.    
165.       <visual name="Safeguard_Wheel_Visu_3">   
166.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
167.         <geometry>   
168.           <mesh>   
169.             <model>127a3ce5-57b7-11ea-b8aa-063ea404e626</model>   
170.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
171.           </mesh>   
172.         </geometry>   
173.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
174.         <visible>true</visible>   
175.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
176.       </visual>   
177.    
178.       <collision name="Safeguard_Wheel_Collision_3">   
179.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
180.         <geometry>   
181.           <cylinder>   
182.             <radius>0.0426</radius>   
183.             <length>0.075</length>   
184.           </cylinder>   
185.         </geometry>   
186.       </collision>   
187.       <surface>   
188.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
189.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
190.       </surface>   
191.     </link>   
192.    
193.    
194.     <joint name="Safeguard_Wheel_4_Joint">   
195.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
196.       <parent>main</parent>   
197.       <child>Safeguard_Wheel_4</child>   
198.       <axis>ry</axis>   
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199.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
200.       <limits>   
201.         <lower>1</lower>   
202.         <upper>0</upper>   
203.         <effort>0</effort>   
204.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
205.       </limits>   
206.     </joint>   
207.    
208.     <link name="Safeguard_Wheel_4">   
209.      <origin>0.72 0.18 -0.027 0 0 0 1</origin>   
210.       <inertial>   
211.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
212.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
213.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
214.       </inertial>   
215.    
216.       <visual name="Safeguard_Wheel_Visu_4">   
217.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
218.         <geometry>   
219.           <mesh>   
220.             <model>127a3ce5-57b7-11ea-b8aa-063ea404e626</model>   
221.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
222.           </mesh>   
223.         </geometry>   
224.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
225.         <visible>true</visible>   
226.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
227.       </visual>   
228.    
229.       <collision name="Safeguard_Wheel_Collision_4">   
230.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
231.         <geometry>   
232.           <cylinder>   
233.             <radius>0.0426</radius>   
234.             <length>0.075</length>   
235.           </cylinder>   
236.         </geometry>   
237.       </collision>   
238.       <surface>   
239.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
240.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
241.       </surface>   
242.     </link>   
243.        
244.        
245.              <!--        CENTRAL   WHEEL             -->   
246.     
247.     <joint name="Central_Wheel_1_Joint">   
248.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
249.       <parent>main</parent>   
250.       <child>Central_Wheel_1</child>   
251.       <axis>rz</axis>   
252.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
253.       <limits>   
254.         <lower>1</lower>   
255.         <upper>0</upper>   
256.         <effort>10000</effort>   
257.         <velocity>100</velocity>   
258.       </limits>   
259.          
260.       <joint_motor name ="rot">   
261.         <mode>velocity</mode>   
262.         <axis>rz</axis>   
263.         <hold>true</hold>   
264.         <value>0</value>   
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265.         <feedback>0</feedback>   
266.       </joint_motor>       
267.     </joint>   
268.        
269.     <link name="Central_Wheel_1">   
270.       <origin>-0.502 -0.06 0.065 0 0 0 1</origin>   
271.       <inertial>   
272.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
273.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
274.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
275.       </inertial>   
276.    
277.       <visual name="Central_Wheel_1_Visu">   
278.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
279.         <geometry>   
280.           <mesh>   
281.             <model>eee7bfac-99d9-11ea-be6b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
282.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
283.           </mesh>   
284.         </geometry>   
285.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
286.         <visible>true</visible>   
287.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
288.       </visual>   
289.     </link>   
290.        
291.        
292.     <joint name="Central_Wheel_2_Joint">   
293.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
294.       <parent>Central_Wheel_1</parent>   
295.       <child>Central_Wheel_2</child>   
296.       <axis>ry</axis>   
297.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
298.       <limits>   
299.         <lower>1</lower>   
300.         <upper>0</upper>   
301.         <effort>10000</effort>   
302.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
303.       </limits>    
304.    
305.       <joint_motor name ="trans">   
306.         <mode>velocity</mode>   
307.         <axis>ry</axis>   
308.         <hold>true</hold>   
309.         <value>0</value>   
310.         <feedback>0</feedback>   
311.       </joint_motor>   
312.     </joint>   
313.        
314.     <link name="Central_Wheel_2">   
315.       <origin>-0.5 0 0.025 0 0 0 1</origin>   
316.       <inertial>   
317.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
318.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
319.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
320.       </inertial>   
321.    
322.       <visual name="Central_Wheel_2_Visu">   
323.        <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
324.         <geometry>   
325.           <cylinder>   
326.             <radius>0.1</radius>   
327.             <length>0.03</length>   
328.           </cylinder>   
329.         </geometry>   
330.         <material>   
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331.           <color> 1 0 0 1</color>   
332.         </material>   
333.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
334.         <visible>true</visible>   
335.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
336.       </visual>   
337.    
338.       <collision name="Central_Wheel_2_Collision">   
339.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
340.         <geometry>   
341.           <cylinder>   
342.             <radius>0.105</radius>   
343.             <length>0.08</length>   
344.           </cylinder>   
345.         </geometry>   
346.       </collision>   
347.       <surface>   
348.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
349.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
350.       </surface>   
351.     </link>    
352.        
353.    
354.        
355.                              <!--        LOADER               -->    
356.        
357.      <joint name="Loader_Translation_Joint">   
358.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
359.       <parent>main</parent>   
360.       <child>Loader_Translation</child>   
361.       <axis>z</axis>   
362.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
363.       <limits>   
364.         <lower>-0.4</lower>   
365.         <upper>0.4</upper>   
366.         <effort>1000000</effort>   
367.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
368.       </limits>   
369.     
370.       <joint_motor name ="translational">   
371.         <mode>position</mode>   
372.         <axis>z</axis>   
373.         <hold>true</hold>   
374.         <value>0</value>   
375.         <feedback>0</feedback>   
376.       </joint_motor>   
377.     </joint>   
378.        
379.     <link name="Loader_Translation">   
380.       <origin>-0.075 0 0.695 0 0 0 1</origin>   
381.       <inertial>   
382.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
383.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
384.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
385.       </inertial>   
386.    
387.       <visual name="Loader_Translation_Visu">   
388.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
389.         <geometry>   
390.           <mesh>   
391.             <model>0c42308f-7e24-11ea-be6b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
392.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
393.           </mesh>   
394.         </geometry>   
395.         <material>   
396.           <color>0.8 0.8 0.8 1</color>   
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397.         </material>   
398.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
399.         <visible>true</visible>   
400.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
401.       </visual>   
402.       <surface>   
403.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
404.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
405.       </surface>   
406.     </link>    
407.        
408.     <joint name="Loader_Turning_Joint">   
409.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
410.       <parent>Loader_Translation</parent>   
411.       <child>Loader_Turning</child>   
412.       <axis>rx</axis>   
413.       <initial_position>0</initial_position>   
414.       <limits>   
415.         <lower>1</lower>   
416.         <upper>0</upper>   
417.         <effort>10000</effort>   
418.         <velocity>10</velocity>   
419.       </limits>   
420.          
421.       <joint_motor name ="rotation">   
422.         <mode>position</mode>   
423.         <axis>rx</axis>   
424.         <hold>true</hold>   
425.         <value>0</value>   
426.         <feedback>0</feedback>   
427.       </joint_motor>    
428.     </joint>   
429.        
430.     <link name="Loader_Turning">   
431.       <origin>0 0 0.725 0 0 0 1</origin>   
432.       <inertial>   
433.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
434.         <mass>0.1</mass>   
435.         <inertia>1 0 0 1 0 1</inertia>   
436.       </inertial>   
437.    
438.       <visual name="Loader_Turning_Visu">   
439.        <origin>0 0 0 0.7071 0 0 0.7071</origin>   
440.         <geometry>   
441.           <mesh>   
442.             <model>df96e1ce-7d65-11ea-9c8b-06fe7d6a1d26</model>   
443.             <scale>1 1 1</scale>   
444.           </mesh>   
445.         </geometry>   
446.         <opacity>1</opacity>   
447.         <visible>true</visible>   
448.         <user_action>false</user_action>   
449.       </visual>    
450.         
451.       <locker>   
452.         <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
453.         <enable>false</enable>   
454.         <collision_tag>all</collision_tag>   
455.         <length>1</length>   
456.         <locked>false</locked>   
457.       </locker>   
458.       <surface>   
459.         <bounciness>0</bounciness>   
460.         <friction>0.95</friction>   
461.       </surface>   
462.     </link>   
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463.         
464.        
465.     <behavior name="behavior">   
466.       <script>9f6998e9-82e2-11ea-be6b-06fe7d6a1d26</script>   
467.       <step_time>0</step_time>   
468.       <variable name="x1_voltage" data_type="smtk_vector3" type="input">0 0 

0</variable>   
469.       <variable name="x2_voltage" data_type="smtk_vector3" type="input">0 0 

0</variable>   
470.       <variable name="enable" data_type="smtk_bool" type="output" public="tr

ue">false</variable>   
471.         <variable name="locked" data_type="smtk_bool" type="input" public="t

rue">false</variable>   
472.         <variable name="locker" data_type="smtk_vector3" type="output" publi

c="true">0 0 0</variable>   
473.     </behavior>   
474.        
475.     <electric_input name="x1">   
476.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
477.       <position>0 10</position>   
478.       <voltage>0 0 0</voltage>   
479.       <current>0 0 0</current>   
480.     </electric_input>   
481.     <electric_input name="x2">   
482.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
483.       <position>0 20</position>   
484.       <voltage>0 0 0</voltage>   
485.       <current>0 0 0</current>   
486.     </electric_input>   
487.        
488.     <electric_output name="locker_signal">   
489.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
490.       <position>0 30</position>   
491.       <voltage>0 0 0</voltage>   
492.       <current>0 0 0</current>   
493.     </electric_output>   
494.    
495.                          <!--                CONECCTIONS                 --

>   
496.        
497.     <mechanical_rotation_input name= "axis_trans">   
498.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
499.       <position>0 0</position>   
500.       <mode>velocity</mode>   
501.       <value>0.0</value>   
502.       <torque>0.0</torque>   
503.     </mechanical_rotation_input>   
504.        
505.     <mechanical_rotation_input name= "axis_rot">   
506.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
507.       <position>0 0</position>   
508.       <mode>velocity</mode>   
509.       <value>0.0</value>   
510.       <torque>0.0</torque>   
511.     </mechanical_rotation_input>   
512.        
513.        
514.     <mechanical_rotation_input name= "loader_rot">   
515.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
516.       <position>0 0</position>   
517.       <mode>velocity</mode>   
518.       <value>0.0</value>   
519.       <torque>0.0</torque>   
520.     </mechanical_rotation_input>   
521.        
522.        
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523.        
524.     <mechanical_rotation_input name= "loader_trans">   
525.       <origin>0 0 0 0 0 0 1</origin>   
526.       <position>0 0</position>   
527.       <mode>velocity</mode>   
528.       <value>0.0</value>   
529.       <torque>0.0</torque>   
530.     </mechanical_rotation_input>   
531.        
532.        
533.     <connection name="axis_trans.value">   
534.       <to>Central_Wheel_2_Joint.trans.value</to>   
535.     </connection>   
536.       
537.    
538.     <connection name="axis_rot.value">   
539.       <to>Central_Wheel_1_Joint.rot.value</to>   
540.     </connection>   
541.     <connection name="axis_rot.mode">   
542.       <to>Central_Wheel_1_Joint.rot.mode</to>   
543.     </connection>   
544.        
545.        
546.     <connection name="loader_rot.value">   
547.       <to>Loader_Turning_Joint.rotation.value</to>   
548.     </connection>   
549.     <connection name="loader_rot.mode">   
550.       <to>Loader_Turning_Joint.rotation.mode</to>   
551.     </connection>   
552.        
553.        
554.     <connection name="loader_trans.value">   
555.       <to>Loader_Translation_Joint.translational.value</to>   
556.     </connection>   
557.     <connection name="loader_trans.mode">   
558.       <to>Loader_Translation_Joint.translational.mode</to>   
559.     </connection>   
560.     
561.        
562.                                     <!-- CONNECTIONS LOCKER-->   
563.            
564.     <connection name="x1.voltage">   
565.       <to>behavior.x1_voltage</to>   
566.     </connection>   
567.     <connection name="x2.voltage">   
568.       <to>behavior.x2_voltage</to>   
569.     </connection>   
570.        
571.        
572.     <connection name="behavior.enable">   
573.       <to>Loader_Turning.locker.enable</to>   
574.     </connection>   
575.        
576.     <connection name="behavior.locker">   
577.       <to>locker_signal.voltage</to>   
578.     </connection>   
579.    
580.     <connection name="Loader_Turning.locker.locked">   
581.       <to>behavior.locked</to>   
582.     </connection>   
583.        
584.     </component>   
585. </open_emulation_platform>   

 


